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About Us

At Interchange Network we support, connect and advocate for our inspiring network of trusted disability service
providers, so that they can continue to deliver inclusive programs and make a meaningful difference within their
communities.
For over 40 years our network has worked to support greater community inclusion and social participation for
individuals and families living with disability across Victoria, South Australia and New South Wales.
We focus on empowering organisational members through professional development, resources, networking and
marketing, while also supporting their clients, families and local communities to connect and engage.
We Support … our network of respected disability service providers, helping them to deliver meaningful support to
the community.
We Connect … agencies across Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia with volunteers, individuals and families
living with a disability
We Advocate … for continuous improvement, and a more inclusive community where participation by all is not only
welcomed, it is celebrated.

Vision
Underpin a more inclusive community that shares the responsibility for the wellbeing of all, celebrates and promotes
difference and strives for inclusiveness and choice.

Mission
Empower our network of member agencies to continually build more inclusive services that grow community
connections and bring joy to families and individuals living with disability.
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Purpose
Support member agencies to maximise the impact of their programs and services by:
• actively marketing and promoting Interchange members, their programs and their work in the community
•

attracting and engaging volunteers on behalf of members

•

mobilising members as a group to more effectively advocate on issues to government and decision makers

•

providing information and resource materials

•

providing and coordinating training and professional development opportunities

•

facilitating networking and collaboration opportunities

•

safeguarding and upholding our brand and values
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Values
INTEGRITY
We are open, honest and accountable in all of our practices

SOCIAL JUSTICE
We contribute to and work with the broader community to bring about positive changes for individuals and society.
We recognise that a fair community means that all people have the right to equal opportunities and justice and can
participate fully within their communities.

QUALITY
We provide a supportive environment for the board, staff, volunteers and partners to excel in the provision of
services with standards and systems that support and build on our strengths.

POSITIVE WORK ENVIRONMENT
We value and promote a positive and safe work environment that supports diversity and values individual abilities
and contribution.

SUSTAINABILITY
We will aim to maximise our enterprise opportunities and undertake responsible financial management.

Acknowledgements
Interchange Incorporated acknowledges the support of the Victorian government.
We would like to thank The Birchall Family Foundation for their ongoing support during the past year.
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Team Profiles

Mix one-part passion with two parts business
leadership and throw in a big handful of disability
sector experience, and you’ve got the Interchange
Board and team.
Always looking to keep things fun while getting the job
done, the sum of this fabulous team is even greater
than its parts.
Stephen Whitworth – President

Stephen works in professional change and
communication by day, but in his downtime loves
wielding all manner of tools, tinkering with and
restoring two classic cars: a 1961 Morris Minor 1000
and a 1981 Alfa Romeo Guilieta. Both are taking far
longer than originally anticipated thanks to the time
taken out to help run the Morris Car Club of Victoria
(he's been the President for two years and the Vice
Pres for the two years prior) and his involvement with
Interchange, which he joined as a Board member in
2016. His attention to detail keeps us finely tuned and
on the road to success.

Ben Otter – Treasurer

Ben holds a Bachelor of Commerce and is a Certified
Practising Accountant. He is currently the Financial
Controller of Driver Group Australia. Ben joined the
Board in 2012 and likes to ask lots of questions.
Crunching numbers is his cardio!
When he’s not dotting his I’s and crossing his excel
formulas you will find him hanging out with his family.
To us he is like a one-sided balance sheet, all assets
and no liabilities.

Graeme Bird - Vice President

Graeme’s professional experience lies in the finance
and banking sectors, and he’s worked in risk
management, accounting, human relations, and
media relations, with roles as company director,
business manager and board member. But once the
suit and tie come off it’s all about the community for
Graeme, who’s been involved in Apex Clubs for over
18 years and is a Life Member and past District
Governor. It doesn’t stop there - he’s also been a
Rotary Club member for 24 years, with a particular
interest in the Rotary Youth Exchange program which
has led to many overseas adventures and lifelong
friendships with students and families overseas.
Graeme is a Foundation Fellow of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors and a Fellow of the
Financial Services Institute of Australasia. What can’t
he do?!

Jan Bence – Secretary

Jan has been the Interchange Manager at Upper
Murray Family Care and a host carer for over 17 years.
She served as President from 2007-2009 and re-joined
the Board in 2014, and is often the glue that holds us
together. She keeps us in the know with what’s
happening inside the world of a disability service
provider and guides us with quiet grace along our
path.
Jan’s an early riser - she says it’s when she gets her
best work done - and an avid walker. On her daily treks
Jan plans her day and navigates her way through the
intricacies of the NDIS and program commitments
with the accuracy of a GPS, always keeping her eye on
the prize.
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Pam Birkby - Board Member

Pam has held senior marketing positions across
publishing and media industries and large global
organisations, and her demonstrated ability to lead
teams through times of change to deliver business
strategy is a huge bonus for us. Plus, she’s our brand
guru!
Pam joined the board in May 2020 after arriving in
Melbourne from Britain in the middle of a global
pandemic, but she’s settling into Australian life and
looking forward to exploring the country. In the
meantime, she can be found out and about sampling
the local coffee.
Fred Brumhead – Board Member

Fred has been part of the furniture at Interchange
since 1989. Growing up he dreamed of being a pirate,
explorer and professional sportsman, and thanks to
the opportunities offered through Interchange he has
achieved all three! Becoming the CEO of Interchange
Outer East ‘just happened’ and he’s still there, which
is a testament to the variety that Interchange offers
because Fred is known to be easily distracted!
His current obsessions still focus on sport and
exploration, but the pirate philosophy has been
assigned to the scrapheap. Never one to follow the
leader, he has inspired the team at IOE to forge new
paths that have shaped its development over the
years and he brings this same level of energy to our
Board.
Belinda Ventrella – Board Member

Belinda has worked with Interchange Inner East since
2013 in a range of roles. Currently she is their Quality
& Compliance Manager. Belinda joined the Board in
April 2019 and brings with her both sector experience
and compliance expertise.

She’s loves working with people dedicated to making
a contribution to the lives of young people with
disability and their families. Seeing their happy faces
is one of her favourite things! Aw, we love that too
Belinda.
Kerry Uren – Executive Officer

Kerry has been Executive Officer at Interchange
Network since 2013 and is a passionate advocate for
social service models and ensuring a diverse and
sustainable sector. She also sits on the Board of
Volunteering Victoria and the National Disability
Services Victorian State Committee.
In her spare time, she teaches yoga and meditation
and loves gardening, long walks and cups of tea. Ok
and cake. And maybe some chocolate. But don’t
worry, she eats her (home-grown) vegetables too.
Tamara Rogers – Marketing & Project Coordinator

Tamara has extensive experience working in not-forprofit organisations, including the last two years in the
disability sector with National Disability Services.
Tamara loves to bring her ideas and visions to life,
particularly
regarding
social
justice
and
empowerment.
Tamara is a bonafide crazy cat lady and is known to
hike around the United Kingdom, regardless of the
weather, searching for Neolithic sites or ancestral
castles.
Jesse Sinwat – Process and Systems Support

Jesse works with Interchange providing marketing and
digital assistance across a number of projects. Jesse's
background in agency-side marketing had him work
with clients such as Disneyland Paris as well as the
classic Australian brand May Gibbs.
When not tinkering around in Google Analytics Jesse
can be found narrowly avoiding injury at one of
Victoria's many mountain bike trails.
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President’s report

Friends and colleagues, it is with great pleasure I pen this report for the end of the 2020 year, a year which also
celebrates the pathway to Interchange’s 40th anniversary.
Some say, and for many good reasons, that 2020 is a year they want to forget. There has not been a lot of strong and
positive news for much of this year but I would like, just briefly, to buck that trend. For just a few moments I want to
encourage you all to pause and think about where you and your teams are now.
Cast your minds back seven years to the first tentative steps of the NDIS during a trial in Tasmania. But those of you
that have been around a little longer, would remember the genesis of the NDIS began in 2008.
In April 2008, a submission to the Rudd Government’s Australia 2020 Summit by disability advocates, Bruce Bonyhady
and Helena Sykes, argued that the cost of caring for people with disabilities ‘represented a very large unfunded
liability’ which would continue to grow significantly. Bonyhady and Sykes likened the cost to that associated with
Australia’s ageing population which was a key driver for the introduction of compulsory superannuation.
So fast forward to now; our sector has been through a total and comprehensive disruption, services that were once
restricted are now delivered by funds and are now designed to provide choice and control to individuals and families.
For the past few years, our teams have been consumed learning how to operate and to focus in this vastly changed
landscape.
I recall gatherings in the very early period of the transition where those going through the conversion to the NDIS
would lay out in detail the differences in a way not dissimilar to a 19th century person describing the idea of people
flying or the advent of the horseless carriage.
The reality is though, the sector got largely what it had been arguing for for years; proper support and funding surety
for the families supporting those with special needs.
So now that our agencies have completed their evolution to the NDIS model, Interchange Incorporated must also
evolve to reflect a vastly different environment.
Our transition will be with great respect to our heritage; we have for some 40 years advocated for, supported, trained
and developed the volunteers that until the advent of the NDIS, have been in a large part, the life and the soul of
service delivery at Interchange agencies.
The partnerships that exist between us and our agencies, has built a highly respected brand; a brand that stands for
quality, integrity, and honesty.
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We are all very excited by the prospects associated with our rebirthing through the introduction of the Interchange
Network.
We will continue to advocate, connect and support our existing agencies but we are equally focused on growing our
network to include other agencies that stand for what we stand for.
Our focus, while broadened under our new direction, will still support the work of volunteers. We know first-hand
how much our volunteers are appreciated by the families with special needs members and by the agencies. We have
well-developed competencies in attracting, growing, and developing volunteer support services.
The NDIS will look after the specialised developmental needs while the Interchange Network will look after many of
their personal, friendship and social needs.
We will develop complementary services to deepen the experiences of individuals but equally, with a broader
number of communities across the areas where we operate.
We have for too long played a ‘behind the scenes’ role; that role is changing. We will be actively seeking out potential
partners to develop and deliver inclusive support at the grass roots level of communities.
I hope you get a sense of what our new brand and personality will look and feel like through our brand launch
presentation at today’s meeting. We believe it will communicate strongly that we are going to play a far more active
and engaged role in the community.
As with any organisation nothing happens without people. There are a few I want to do a shout out of thanks to.
Firstly, the Board, to Graeme Bird, Jan Bence, Fred Brumhead, Ben Otten, Belinda Ventrella, and Pam Birkby, I extend
my most sincere thanks for your continued and active engagement. A special welcome to Pam who joined the board
this year fresh from the UK right at the start of the pandemic and a sad farewell to Belinda and Ben who will be
stepping down at this meeting. Belinda has been a member of the Board since 2018 and Ben since 2012.
Secondly, to our small but especially talented team of staff, Kerry Uren our Executive Officer and to Marnie Higgs
and Jesse Sinwat, a heartfelt thanks for helping us all to gain the courage to take this fantastic organisation on a
different path. I also want to wish Marnie all the best as she commences a new career at the University of Melbourne.
I very much look forward to sharing some affirming stories of growth and success with you this time next year. In the
meantime, stay safe and stay happy.
Kind regards,

Stephen Whitworth
President
Interchange Incorporated
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About Our Network

Brand Renewal
The Interchange Network has a long history of supporting families and volunteers in their local communities.
Now that our member agencies have completed their evolution to the NDIS model, Interchange Incorporated must
also evolve to reflect a vastly different environment.
Following consultation with our members and strategic planning by our Board of Directors, we have refreshed our
brand, strategy and service offer.
Our transition will be with great respect to our heritage; we have for some 40 years advocated for, supported, trained
and developed the staff and volunteers that until the advent of the NDIS, have been in a large part, the life and the
soul of service delivery at Interchange agencies.
The partnerships that exist between us and our agencies, has built a highly respected brand; a brand that stands for
quality, integrity, and honesty.
We are all very excited by the prospects associated with our rebirthing in November 2020 through the introduction
of the Interchange Network.
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Connecting During Covid – Our Agency Network
We all know that our Network of member agencies are an industrious group,
working tirelessly to provide social and community connections for their
participants. During 2020, this has been tested, with restrictions and
lockdown meaning a “pause” in the normal activities our agencies execute.
Showing amazing innovation, agencies took to the web – creating events,
activities and fun resources for families to access via Zoom or other online
video conferencing tools. From CreArt (a live art program), to LEGO building,
cooking classes, to travelling the world each week, live concerts and
volunteer engagement events, our Network showed its mettle and quickly
responded to the needs of their community by going online.
These events have ensured participants have options of activities to choose
from, to continue the feeling of community connectedness. The activities
also ensure the Interchange drive for social inclusion isn’t lost during a time
when we have had to be physically separate.
Volunteer Coordinators have been busy, as have the teams of people behind
(and in front of) the scenes, scheduling and preparing calendars of events.
Interaction with our volunteer workforce has been important, with some
agencies being able to set up regular volunteer meets and events to keep
volunteers feeling connected to the agencies while more “normal” volunteer
duties have been put on hold.
All in all, the Interchange Network has shown itself to be
nimble and responsive to the needs of their communities
and participants. How fabulous that we are part of such a
passionate and forward-thinking Network. Here’s to a
return to some normalcy as 2020 progresses!
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Supporting, Connecting, Advocating

Networking and professional development are central to how we support our agencies, with opportunities designed
to help members learn new ways to connect, innovate and grow their community programs.
Our network members can access a range of events and training at no cost, and we encourage participation wherever
possible.

Network Forums
CEO FORUMS
Our first CEO Forum for the year was held on Tuesday 17 September 2019 in the Event meeting space at Rialto
Towers in Melbourne. The forum was attended by eight managers from our network who came together to
reconnect, share their experiences, discuss challenges and opportunities, and learn from one another in a trusted
and collegiate space.
In attendance to share their industry expertise and to add value to our discussions were Louise McGuire, Manager
Operations, PCAOD Commissioning at DHHS; Fiona Still, Victorian State Manager, National Disability Services; and
Sonja Pase, State Director, NDIS Quality and Safeguards Commission.
Feedback from the session was fabulous with the next session scheduled for March 2020. Unfortunately, with the
impact of Covid-19 our second forum did not take place. Time was redirected instead to planning and remote
delivery of services and supports to our communities.
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KNOWLEDGE SHARING FORUM
“Support from each other during these Knowledge Sharing calls is really important” – Interchange Inner East

“Knowledge Sharing” forums were started in the first half of 2020, with the aim of providing our Interchange Network
member agencies with a platform for sharing best practice or activities they were creating, particularly during a time
of isolation and social distancing due to Covid-19.

“I really enjoyed today – I feel like lots of
learning and general Interchange growth
could happen with these kinds of [knowledge
sharing] meetings… especially if we’re
sharing the overall philosophy that the
Interchange brand is all about” – Interchange
Gippsland

Six agencies were represented in this first Knowledge Share
including two regional agencies, which was an outstanding
participation rate.
The forums were designed for Volunteer Coordinators to have a
place to share their activities, learn from activities other agencies
are running or planning, and also feel less isolated from the
Interchange community. Feedback was entirely positive and
attendees were enthusiastic to see the Knowledge Sharing forums
continue.

The output from this meeting, and the meetings that will continue in 2020-21, will help provide information that can
be used towards the Interchange Network Strategic Plan: Strategic Goal 2 – Raise Awareness of the Interchange
Brand and our Member Agencies.
“Being able to share knowledge and validate what we’re doing as an agency provides us with some confidence we are
doing the right things” – Interchange Outer East
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Professional Development

Early in 2020 we surveyed our network to ascertain their expectations, needs and desires so we could commence
planning for delivery of innovative initiatives that would enhance and support our network members, their teams,
volunteers and communities.
In addition to their wish list, we added some ‘what if’ thinking and included a few more ideas. This is all part of our
renewed Brand, purpose and strategy to ensure we are keeping pace with the needs of our network and the
communities in which they work.

MENTAL HEALTH IN THE DISABILITY SECTOR
A significant number of the requests we received were for mental health training, so we engaged an expert to
develop a Disability sector specific webinar to provide education and support for you and your communities.
This training is particularly topical, due to the increase in mental health needs and supports throughout the Covid19 pandemic. In fact:
• There is an increase in mental health issues due to the current Covid-19 impacts across our communities
•

Mental-health related WorkCover claims have increased significantly during this period

The session, Mental Health in the Disability Sector, will provide information on both identification and response and
will include:
• Brief overview of common mental health problems
•

Protective / risk factors

•

Early warning signs you may notice in a persons’ behaviour or appearance

•

What to do if you think someone is experiencing mental health problems

•

What initial support can be provided until professional help is received

•

Online resources

The interest in this training meant we had to schedule an additional three sessions to ensure all of those interested
could attend. Sessions are scheduled for late October and early November 2020.
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WATCH THIS SPACE
LGQTIQA+

Culture Ready

At our last AGM in October 2019, Nathan Despott
from Inclusion Melbourne spoke to us the recent
history of LGBTIQA+ intellectual disability project
work in Victoria and a high-level outline of the human
rights, legislative and regulatory instruments that can
be used by organisations to ensure they are
supporting LGBTIQA+ inclusion.

People from CALD and Aboriginal Community
backgrounds often experience multiple layers of
disadvantage including language barriers, social
stigma, lack of culturally responsive services,
unfamiliarity with the service system and lack of
awareness of their entitlements and available
supports. We are currently collaborating with
qualified and experience professionals and
organisations to develop and deliver training for our
communities to ensure our goal of inclusive
communities is truly a reality for all.

This is a subject we will be further developing for our
network to ensure the relevant and dignified support
of our people and communities.

As always, we will continue to connect with our
network to ensure our professional development
initiatives meet current and future needs. If you have
special requests or an idea you need support with,
contact us today.
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Advocacy

Volunteer Research Project
In late 2017 the HACC-PYP and NDIS Transition teams at the
Victorian government Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) funded Interchange Incorporated to
commission a research project on Volunteer Supported Service
Models in the disability sector in Victoria.
The research was the first of its kind in Australia and aimed to
provide evidence to inform government decision making around
volunteer operating models in the disability sector. Interchange
Incorporated commissioned the University of Melbourne under
the leadership of Professor Keith McVilly to undertake the
research.

•

The research explored the landscape of volunteering in disability
services in Victoria in the context of the implementation of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) including:
the various volunteer-supported operating models currently funded

•

the infrastructure required to deliver services safely and reliably; and

•

the outcomes associated with volunteering and their alignment with the ILC framework.

A significant and ground-breaking finding from the research was the identification of seven models of volunteersupported programs in the disability sector:
• social-support and community participation
•

supported activity

•

skills development

•

out-of-home support

•

practical support

•

organisational support

•

advocacy
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The research also found:
• Most volunteer-supported program models aligned with one or more
outcomes of the NDIS ILC framework except for outcomes for family
members/carers of people with a disability and outcomes for positive
physical and mental health.
•

Without funding for infrastructure, critical supports like recruitment and
selection, support and development, workplace safety and wellbeing,
volunteer recognition, quality management and continuous improvement
will be at risk.

•

Research participants believed that volunteer-supported services were
not sustainable under current NDIS funding arrangements.

•

The uncertainty around the foreshadowed changes to funding
arrangements and increased regulatory controls had already caused a reduction in volunteer-supported
programs.

•

The value volunteers bring to people with a disability, their families and carers is unique and distinct from
the support offered by specialists and paid staff.

•

There is a significant link between supporting family units and the outcomes of people with a disability. This
link demonstrates the vital contribution volunteers can have to the broader family unit, which can build
capacity to better support a family member with a disability.

•

All identified volunteer-supported program models would benefit from support to better define their
programs, collect and analyse data and translate findings into policy and operational improvements.

The report calls on Government at local, state and federal levels to take urgent and decisive action to fund and
support volunteer-supported programs that provide critical support to people with a disability and their families
and carers.
The Research Report was completed and launched by the Hon. Luke Donnellan, Minister for Disability, Ageing &
Carers, as part of his Opening remarks at the Victoria Alive breakfast at the Park Hyatt in September 2019.
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Jean Simpson Awards

Recognising volunteers, staff, teams and innovative services that demonstrate excellence and commitment and
contribute to the Interchange community.
Jean Simpson (1950-2002) was a long-time campaigner for flexible respite for families caring for a child with a
disability; her influence and vision have left an ongoing legacy at Interchange. The Awards were established to
celebrate her life and achievements.
In the past the Award focused on individuals alone. While this aspect remains important, the Interchange
Incorporated Board this year broadened the eligibility scope to encompass the quality of contributions and the level
of innovation and positive change brought by individuals, teams and programs, including those made by a
combination of Interchange work teams and volunteers.
Award categories now include: Volunteers, Staff, Teams and Programs.
The purpose of the Awards remains to recognise excellence, dedication and outstanding commitment to the
Interchange membership community.
All nominations are recognised for their contribution to their communities. The overall winner of the Jean Simpson
Award is announced in a ceremony celebrating all nomination at our Annual General Meeting.
This year we received five nominations: two for employees, one for volunteers, and two for programs.
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Volunteer Team & Pen Pal Program – Interchange
Outer East
During COVID-19 Interchange Outer East recognised the impact that isolation and social distancing had on their
community, so decided to start a pen pal program to connect young people and volunteers.
Without question, volunteers put their hands up to contribute almost
immediately. The uptake from their volunteers was so impressive, they had a
waiting list of volunteers, so families were able to be matched immediately. From
conception of the program to the first letters being sent was only one week, a
fabulous response time!
The program commenced in August and by mid-September they had already
matched 40 people to share their experiences and engage in the program. Letters
have included questions about the life of the person that they are matched to,
hand-drawn paintings, and even some accessible methods of communication for
people who are vision impaired.
This initiative has enabled Interchange Outer East to connect volunteers from as
far as Melbourne CBD, Berwick, Donvale and Knox to participants all over the Yarra
Ranges, Knox and Maroondah. This program in nature has allowed 20 young people with disabilities, and 20
volunteers to reduce their feelings of isolation during COVID-19. It is also a great way to build upon communication
skills and build connections within the community.
IOE’s Volunteer Coordinator, and nominator for the award, Jesse Baker, says “As
always, our volunteers have been so happy and committed to deliver a fantastic and
adaptable service which is truly inspiring. We could not imagine what our service
would look like without these committed people.”
The Volunteer cohort and the recreation team are to thank for this awesome initiative;
their willingness to adapt and stay connected is commendable.
Our selection panel noted that:
“I love the creativity and thought that has gone into this…this clearly demonstrates a
desire for people to be and to stay connected – particularly in these difficult times.”
“The team involved should be very proud of their ability to adapt and evolve so quickly in such a difficult time…I do
really like that they went back to basics, letters, and drawings in the mail. Particularly when so many went straight to
technology.”
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Annie Jarratt – Employee – UMFC
Annie commenced her involvement with UMFC as a
volunteer when she was 15 years old. While still at
school she participated in camps and activity days
every school holiday and was a regular attendee at
after school activity sessions during school terms.
When Annie graduated from secondary school and
commenced her nursing degree three years ago, she
was offered a support worker role with Interchange.
She is their most sought out employee.

This is not limited to the clients she works with but
also to fellow workers and volunteers. She has
undertaken a lead role in mentoring and inducting
new staff members and volunteers, able to provide
clear direction and encouragement to promote a
positive transition and involvement.
Annie has made a significant contribution to
improving the life of the young people she works with
and their families. She helps create fun and joyful
experiences where participants feel safe, can explore
and learn, develop confidence and strengthen their
self-worth and sense of identity.
From day one we knew there was something special
about Annie, a tiny young girl who came with a big
smile and an enormous heart.
Annie is so much about ‘what I can do for others,
rather than what I want to be for myself’. She has led
by example and is an outstanding role model for the
promotion of Interchange, the awareness of disability
and inclusion.
Our selection panel noted that:

Whatever Annie undertakes she gives her all and her
driving force is to make life a little better for someone
else.
She has demonstrated an outstanding
commitment to Interchange and the families and
young people she has supported. Her first priority is
always about supporting others.

“Annie should be incredibly proud of her conduct as a
volunteer and as a paid employee. Her work in
improving the lives of young people living with
disabilities and their families is clear…Annie is an
exemplary role model for young volunteers across the
incorporated body.”
“An incredible precis, Annie should be proud of
everything she has achieved, very much service above
self.”
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Interchange Out of School Hours Program – UMFC
The UMFC Interchange group activity programs have
been running for over 10 years. They consist of both
afterschool sessions and school holiday options for
school aged children. The programs were established
in response to community need, to provide safe and
fun opportunities for young people over 12 years of
age that were no longer eligible to access mainstream
out of school hour’s care. Over the years the group has
grown to include a wide range of children with varying
ages and abilities.

“I can honestly say I don’t think I could have made
it without your help and I was not in a good head
space during that time and Jesse was not coping
either, but I am so lucky to have had Interchange.”
Parent feedback

program, including traineeship and support worker
roles.
One of the strengths of the activity program has been
its capacity to modify and adapt. This year has been
particular challenging for their team and families, with
many being impacted by bushfires at the start of the
year, then COVID restrictions and school closures.

The out of school group activity programs have
provided peace of mind for families. Whatever their
reason for accessing sessions, the program provides
stability and reassurance.
Every parent knows the challenges of finding quality
care for their children, care where they know their
children are well cared for, safe, have opportunities to
explore and learn, have fun and have a sense of
belonging. UMFC’s out of school sessions provide this
for families.
The program, while staff lead, provide a great
opportunity for young people, in particular senior
school aged and tertiary students to get involved and
volunteer to learn new skills, create relationships and
make a difference in the lives of young people with
disability. The volunteering experience has enabled
many to move into employment positions with the

This was particularly devastating for some families
who were unsure how they would cope with many of
their supports, including residential respite houses
restricting and cancelling services and the additional
pressure of having to home school via remote
learning. UMFC’s Interchange service had numerous
calls from frantic parents seeking assistance,
desperate for something to remain a constant in their
lives.
Working on an individual basis, UMFC’s Interchange
program looked at how it could modify services to
accommodate for individual need. With school
closure, supports were made available throughout the
day, providing opportunity for parents and carers in
most need to maintain work commitments or have an
essential break. Staff undertook the home-schooling
responsibility, scheduling each support session to
include learning activities.
Staff commitment during this period has been
outstanding. They have had to change the way they
planned and implemented activities as well as
undertaking the added responsibility of maintaining
additional sanitising and cleaning requirements.
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“I am so grateful to have had Interchange support me through what has been on the hardest times for
Jesse and our family to cope with. I have felt supported the whole time before and during the first
lockdown and since then. You have been able to provide Jesse with some sort of normality which was
greatly needed when every single thing in his world was suddenly shut down.” Parent feedback

As we are on the border of NSW and Victoria many staff have had the added pressure of the border closure and the
issue of accessing border crossing permits which are required to be renewed fortnightly.
While UMFC recognises the commitment and dedication all Interchange services have demonstrated in supporting
families and individuals during this devastating COVID period, at our own local level we have worked closely with
individual families to best meet their needs.
They know the families and were aware of the immense pressure closing the service would place on families, many
of whom were already at breaking point. Even with all the changes occurring staff have remained positive and worked
hard to maintain stability for the young participants and their families.

Our selection panel noted that:
“Staff, during the 10+ years of the program, demonstrate outstanding commitment to creating a safe and inviting and
fun environment where children can come together and find their own safe place.”
“Fantastic example of stepping up and going beyond and how it can help the whole community and providing the
opportunity for teens to get involved in their community.”
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Belinda (Bel) Sadler – Employee - Interchange Outer
East
Belinda Sadler joined IOE in 2002 as a casual support
worker providing in home and community-based
support to a number of individuals. She juggled her
studies as a social work student and her role at IOE.

In 2004 Belinda applied for a coordinator position within
the Flexible Care Program working directly with families.
She was able to create positive and productive
relationships that have sustained her working career
with IOE. She formed connections and supported
families
through
illness,
family
breakdown,
relinquishment and death. She showed a level of
maturity and compassion beyond her years.
In 2005 Bel began another host match with the
marvellous Molly. They had a firm friendship where
Molly spent a weekend a month for 7 years at Bel’s
family home.

Belinda demonstrated her eagerness to learn and
understand what good support looked like for
individuals and their families. She began volunteering
soon after her employment to gain experience and
knowledge that would lead her to support some of the
most complex young people in the agency.
In 2003 she extended her connection with IOE by
becoming a host family. She helped facilitate a lovely
connection with her family (mum, sister and brother)
and a girl named Jamie. Belinda hosted Jamie for 10
years at which time Jamie’s family moved interstate.
Bel has accomplished a lot in her adult years but I believe
her personal attributes are particularly worthy of
recognition. It is her commitment, kindness,
understanding, compassion and strong belief in human
rights that see her highly regarded.

While working with IOE Bel continued to study in 2014
becoming a Doctor of Clinical Psychology, publishing a
paper on sibling support. Bel moved from directly
coordinating family support to leading the employee
assistance program. Bel became the Team Leader of the
behaviour support team in 2019. She leads her team and
the agency in best practice of behaviour support.
Bel’s psychology experience, knowledge of people,
families and community services has been a priceless
addition to IOE. Her guidance, support and direction of
both staff and team leaders working within complex
family situations have been both positive and reassuring.
Although she has established her own private practice
and had opportunities to extend her business, she
continues to work part time with IOE.
Throughout her 17 years of employment she has always
believed in the agencies purpose and its capacity to
make a difference. She has contributed to its culture; she
has both talked and walked good practice. Where
improvements have been needed, she has shared and
been a part of the development.
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Bel’s impact on the general community of IOE is far reaching:
• Advocated strongly on the need to address issues in a timely manner to minimise harm
•

Provides staff and volunteers with access to the right forms of support when and if they are required

•

Provided intellectual rigour to the development of Positive Behaviour Support, Sibling Support programs,
education regarding Restrictive Practices and the development of new programs and services

•

Supports families to understand and reflect on restrictive practices

•

Interprets the requirements of the Senior Practitioner to facilitate and appropriate response by the agency
and families.

Within Bel’s role she advises and directs the agency on best practice that not only assists the agency to meet
legislative requirements but ensures the safety and wellbeing of the IOE community. It is evident in her work that
this is not just a job but a passion.

Our selection panel noted that:
“Belinda clearly brings a great deal to her role, both through many years of volunteering but also through her
professional development. It's clear that her contributions back to Interchange are above and beyond mere
volunteering and the professional roles she performs - she adds great insight and professional contributions and is an
incredible asset. “
“Her commitment to the organisation is to be commended, her focus on change for the betterment of all is extremely
real and has clearly created a great deal of impact.”
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Maria and Andre Rasuinha – Volunteers – Gateways
Support Services – Western Melbourne
Maria and Andre Rasquinha have been Host Volunteers with Interchange Western/Gateways Support Services for
18 years (since 2002) and from then to now, they have provided invaluable respite to young children (now adults)
with varying disabilities and their carers.
They first found out about Interchange and the Host Program in an advertisement in their local paper and although
they had two young children of their own and their lives were very busy, they wanted to reach out to children with
disabilities and their families in need of support and provide them with some much needed In-home respite on a
regular basis.
They have volunteered as Hosts since 2002, and in 2007 commence Hosting Andrew. After 13 years, this match
continues, and Andrew recently celebrated his 18th birthday with his family and Maria and Andre on Zoom. Not
only have they helped improve and enrich the lives of the participants, they have also enabled the participants
families to spend some time together. From time to time, Maria would invite the participants and their siblings to
spend time with them so that the Carer/Carers could have some free time in the afternoon to relax.
Maria and Andre are strong advocates of Volunteering and share their positive experiences and the benefits of
volunteering with others at home, in their workplaces, in their neighbourhood and in the greater community. They
encourage participants to interact with their community to help them gain independence and expand on their life
skills.
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Within their volunteering role, they wear many hats of excellence:
• Family modelling, friendship, mentoring – they have provided support, guidance and advice in a way that
makes sense to the person they are caring for and always keep their best interest in mind.
•

Teacher/Educator/Trainer – they bring, patience, understanding, trust, knowledge, organization and
discipline skills, their friendly manner, empathy and many more. They discuss participant goals and
Behaviour Support Plan information with the participant (if possible) and Carers so that they can work
together to achieve these goals. For Example: Maria and Andre have always encouraged and taught Andrew
to be more independent and make his own choices. Despite having Autism and being non-verbal, Andrew
can now make choices (video choice, food/snack choice etc.) and communicate his wants and needs via his
Prolotogo Computer app. Another example: Maria began assisting Bryce with his piano lesson when she was
hosting him and continued with her tuition for many years after.

•

Disability Advocate Role – Maria and Andre play a key part of effective advocacy by building good
relationships with families and encouraging them to advocate for themselves or ask for help.

From a participant point of view, they are able to learn and benefit from being with a loving, caring family and form
long term friendships. Maria and Andre always act in the best interests of the participants with consideration given
to their needs and goals.
Andrew looks forward to his monthly home visits to the Rasquinha’s and communicates his thoughts/ideas and
feelings on his computer. He loves food and plans what snacks he is going to have and what activities he is going to
do. He is always happy to see the family when he arrives and knows when it’s home time – he has no more snacks
left!!
Our selection panel noted that:
“An exemplary example of how individual families can make a fundamental difference to people's lives.”
“What an amazing story Maria and Andre’s faultless commitment, reliability and passion toward volunteering in the
Interchange Host Program over so many years is an incredible act. Maria and Andre’s commitment to their community
and passion for the children and young people they have formed relationships with over the years is heart-warming.”
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Marketing and Communications
Website – Member Page Views
The Interchange website www.interchange.org.au received 7,641 page views across its member agency pages in
2019-2020. This is a decrease from the previous year which was 9,335 a direct impact from our three-month PR
campaign that ran from December 2017 to February 2018.
This year we will be focusing on a range of marketing campaigns targeted by geographical locations, to meets the
needs of each of our member locations. With our re-vamped approach and target marketing strategy, we anticipate
a significant increase in our website contacts and enquiries.
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Website - Enquiries

In line with page view data, the number of enquiries through the Interchange Incorporated website was also down
this year. As mention previously, our focus this year will be on targeted awareness across a range of categories
including individuals and families, geographical locations, programs and services, and member agencies. Our aim is
to significantly increase awareness of our network and engagement with the communities in which they live.

Enquiries through the Interchange Incorporated
Website 2019 - 2020
Upper Murray Family Care
Pinarc Support Services
Moira Disability
Merri Health
Interchange South Australia
Interchange Outer East
Interchange Loddon Mallee
Interchange Inner East
Interchange Illawarra
Interchange Gippsland
House With No Steps
Gateways Support Services
0

10

As identified in the graph to the right, 55%
of enquiries are for Recreation programs.
Enquiries for Mentor programs came in at
24% followed by Host programs at 21%.
Program categories will be reviewed this
year to ensure alignment with our
member agencies.
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Facebook

We continued to utilise our Facebook page Volunteer For Disability during the 2019-2020 year to raise awareness of
the benefits of volunteers in the disability sector.
Our aim with this page was to keep awareness of the positive impact of
volunteers in the disability sector at the forefront of community thinking.
Content included a mix of posts such as volunteer profiles, member and
sector wide news, volunteer videos, links to events and other relevant
information and facts about the benefits of volunteers and their contribution
to inclusive communities. As at June 2020 we had 766 followers.
From October 2020 we will be launching a new Facebook page to promote
our network members and connect families and individuals with our
communities.
We will continue to use our Volunteer for Disability page over the next year with a view to transitioning current
followers to our new page.
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Treasurer’s report

The year of COVID-19! Let’s hope I do not start the report the same way again next year. Nonetheless for Interchange
Incorporated and COVID-19 the word that comes to mind is change. For instance, a change of president to Stephen
Whitworth, a change in the number of Interchange Agencies due to NDIS and the demand on funds, a change of
board responsibilities with the addition of sub-committees for sales & marketing and strategy, a change in board
meetings from the Interchange Incorporated office to zoom meetings from home, a change in the branding of
Interchange and a change in strategy. All changes designed to determine the future direction of Interchange
Incorporated in this ever-changing environment.
Even with all these changes, I am pleased to advise our financials have not changed and we are still in a strong
financial position as can be seen in the commentary and financial statements enclosed.

REPORT 1: STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Interchange Incorporated reported a Net Surplus of $50,363.34. Receipts are $279,224.79 for FY20 broken up as
follows:
•

$200,892.01 of receipts provided by Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)

•

$57,780.00 of receipts from DHHS to finalise payments owing for the Volunteer Research Report

•

$6,129.76 from donations given by the Birchall Family Foundation and 3 individuals using our website

•

$3,900 from our network of agencies whose best interests we endeavour to represent over these changing
and challenging times, and

•

$523.02 of bank interest

Payments are $228,861.44. The major payments are as follows:
•

$44,310.30 relating to DHHS Volunteer Report which was carried out in partnership with The University of
Melbourne

•

$4,313.57 for CEO and Special Interest forums and our Annual General Meeting

•

$3,785.09 for Travel & Accommodation

•

Staff Salaries of $123,592.27 excluding Long Service Leave

•

Other Operational / Administration Costs of $52,860.21.

For further information, please refer to Report 1: Statement of Comprehensive Income.

REPORT 2: STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Interchange Incorporated with Assets of $539,177.01 and Liabilities of $11,868.50 is in a financially sound position.
The assets of the organisation are strictly cash of $539,177.01, while the majority of liabilities are GST/ PAYG Tax
owing as at the end of 30th June 2020 and staff leave entitlements.
For further information, please refer to Report 2: Statement of Financial Position.
Yours Sincerely,
Ben Otter
Treasurer
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 30 JUNE 2020
Jun 30, 20

Jun 30, 19

ASSETS
Current Assets
Chequing/Savings
1-1120 · Westpac Cheque Account - 0058

538,278.00

526,878.00

899.00

67.00

539,177.00

526,945.00

539,177.00

526,945.00

1-7121 · Cost - Original

0.00

5,159.00

1-7130 · Less Accumulated Depreciation

0.00

-5,159.00

1-7120 · Plant & Equipment - Other

0.00

757.00

0.00

757.00

0.00

757.00

539,177.00

527,702.00

1-1121 · Westpac debit Card - 3464
Total Cheque/Savings
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
1-7120 · Plant & Equipment

Total 1-7120 · Plant & Equipment
Total Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Other Current Liabilities
2-1150 · GST Payable

4,831.00

4,258.00

2-1170 · Leave Provisions

19,255.00

12,756.00

2-2000 · Accrued Revenue

2,482.00

62,210.00

3,842.00

1,942.00

3,842.00

1,942.00

30,410.00

81,166.00

30,410.00

81,166.00

11,868.00

0.00

11,868.00

0.00

42,278.00

81,166.00

496,899.00

446,535.00

446,535.00

392,020.00

50,363.00

54,515.00

496,899.00

446,535.00

2100 · PAYROLL LIABILITIES
2-1180 · PAYG TAX
Total 2100 · PAYROLL LIABILITIES
Total Other Current Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
3-1000 · Long Service Leave Accrual
Total Long Term Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS

EQUITY
3900 · Retained Earnings
Net Income
TOTAL EQUITY
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
30 JUNE 2020
Jul 19 - Jun 20

Jul 18 - Jun
19

Income
ATO stimulus

10,000.00

0.00

200,892.00

194,494.00

4-2010 · Donations Received

6,130.00

5,120.00

4-3010 · Contributions (members)

3,900.00

3,900.00

4-1000 · Grants

4-5020 · Interest

523.00

5,760.00

4-6000 · Other Income

0.00

2,144.00

4-7000 · NDIA Grant

0.00

23,567.00

57,780.00

4,769.00

279,225.00

239,756.00

0.00

2,403.00

6-0030 · Member Initiatives

4,314.00

7,346.00

6-0050 · Audit Fees

2,280.00

2,500.00

538.00

565.00

1,175.00

1,070.00

6-0221 · Office Expenses

471.00

719.00

6-0230 · Bookkeeping Fees

641.00

589.00

6-0270 · Depreciation-Plant&Equipment

757.00

757.00

45.00

105.00

2,440.00

2,626.00

6-0430 · Insurance-Contents

500.00

391.00

6-0480 · Meeting Expenses

305.00

256.00

1,533.00

1,978.00

179.00

133.00

4-8000 · DHHS Research Fund 1
Total Income
Expense
6-0020 · Advertising & Promotion

6-0085 · Board/Governance Expenses
6-0220 · Computer Expenses

6-0330 · Fees & Permits
6-0411 · Insurance Workcover

6-0490 · Membership & Subscriptions
6-0510 · Postage & Courier Costs
6-0520 · Printing & Stationery

130.00

374.00

6,400.00

6,982.00

123,592.00

114,776.00

6-0607 · S&W Superannuation

11,656.00

9,994.00

6-0615-25 · Leave Provisions& Accrued LSL

6-0570 · Rent, Rates & Light
6-0600 · Salaries

18,367.00

-2,982.00

6-0680 · Telephone & Fax & Internet

3,595.00

3,485.00

6-0700 · Training & Development (Staff)

1,849.00

464.00

6-0710 · Travel & Accommodation

3,785.00

2,375.00

6-2000 · NDIA Expenses

0.00

23,568.00

6-9000 · DHHS Case Study Fund

0.00

4,769.00

44,310.00

0.00

228,861.00

185,240.00

50,363.00

54,515.00

6-9050 · Research Fund
Total Expense
Surplus
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INTERCHANGE INCORPORATED
ABN: 311 240 885 29
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
Note

1 Reporting entity
Interchange Incorporated (the "Association") is a not for profit community based organisation domiciled in Australia.
The address of the Association's registered office is Level 7, 225 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000. The Association
is governed by the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012, and is primarily involved in supporting member
agencies that offer family support and social opportunites for individuals and families impacted by disability.

2 Basis of preparation
(a) Statement of compliance
In the opinion of the Board of Management, the Association is not a reporting entity and is not publicly accountable.
The financial report of the Association has been drawn up as a special purpose financial report for distribution to the
Board of Management and for the purpose of fulfilling the requirements of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profit
Commission Act 2012 .
The financial report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Australian Charities and Not-forprofit Commission Act 2012.
The financial report does not include the disclosure requirements of all AASBs except for the following minimum
requirements:
AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements
AASB 108 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
AASB 1031 Materiality
AASB 1054 Australian Additional Disclosures
The financial statements were approved by the Board of Management on 19 August, 2020
(b) Basis of measurement
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis.
(c) Functional and presentation currency
The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars, which is the Association's functional currency.
(d) Use of estimates and judgements
The preparation of a financial report in conformity with the AASBs require management to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and reported amounts of assets and
liabilities, income and expenses. Actual amounts may differ from these estimates.
The estimates and underlying asumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are
recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in any future periods affected.
(e) Change in accounting policies
There were no material changes in accounting policies of the Association during the year.

INTERCHANGE INCORPORATED
ABN: 311 240 885 29
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
Note
3 Significant accounting policies
The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these financial
statements.
(a) Revenue
(i) Government funding
Revenue from Government funding is recognised in the income statement upon the achievement and progress of
specific objectives detailed in the funding agreements.
Grants that compensate the Association for expenses incurred are recognised as revenue in the income statement on
a systematic basis in the same periods in which the expenses are incurred. Funding for capital projects is recognised
in profit or loss in the financial year in which the work being funded is carried out. Any funding received for services
which have not been performed is recorded as income received in advance in the balance sheet. Non-reciprocal
grants are recognised as revenue when the grant is received or receivable.
(ii) Donations
Donations and bequests are recognised as revenue when received. Donations for a specific purpose are allocated to
a reserve until the conditions of the donation are met.
(iii) Interest income
Interest income comprises interest income on funds invested. Interest income is recognised upon maturity of the
investment.
(b) Goods & Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of any GST, except where the amount is not
recoverable from, or payable to the Australian Taxation Office. Receivables and payables in the Statement of
Financial Position are shown exclusive of any GST.
(c) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks and term deposits.
(d) Property, plant and equipment
(i) Recognition and measurement
Items of property, plant and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses.
Cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset.
When part of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate
items (major components) of property, plant and equipment.
Gains and losses on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment are determined by comparing the proceeds
from disposal with the carrying amount of property, plant and equipment and are recognised net within other
income in surplus or deficit.
(ii) Subsequent costs
The cost of replacing a part of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised in the carrying amount of the
item if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied within the part will flow to the Association, and its
cost can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised. The cost of day-to-day
servicing of property, plant and equipment are recognised in surplus and deficit as incurred.

INTERCHANGE INCORPORATED
ABN: 311 240 885 29
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
Note
(iii) Depreciation
Depreciation is calculated on the depreciable amount, which is the cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for
cost, less its residual value.
Depreciation is recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of each part of an
item of property, plant and equipment, since this most closely reflects the expected pattern of consumption of the
future economic benefits embodied in the asset.
The estimated useful lives for the current period are as follows:
* equipment 3 years
* motor vehicles 5 years
Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each financial year-end and adjusted if
appropriate.
(e) Employee Benefits
(i) Other long term employee benefits
The Association’s net obligation in respect of long-term employee benefits is the amount of future benefit that
employees have earned in return for their service in the current and prior periods.
(ii) Short-term benefits
Short-term employee benefit obligations are measured on an undiscounted basis and are expensed as the related
service is provided.
(f) Income Tax
Interchange was granted exempt status and, accordingly, no income tax expense is charged in these financial
statements.
(g) Finance income and expenses
Finance income comprises interest income on term deposits and cash at bank. Interest income is recognised upon
maturity of the investment.
(h) New standards and interpretations not yet adopted
A number of new standards, amendments to standards and interpretations are effective for annual periods beginning
after 1 January 2018, and have not been applied in preparing these financial statements. None of these is expected to
have a significant effect on the financial statements of the Association.

INTERCHANGE INCORPORATED
ABN: 311 240 885 29
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
Note

4 Property, Plant and Equipment
Equipment
At cost
Accumulated Depreciation
Total Equipment
Total Property, Plant and Equipment
5 Payables
Australian Taxation Office
Staff Superannuation Funds

2020
$

2019
$
3,027
3,027
-

3,027
2,270
757

-

757

8,673

6,200
-

8,673

6,200

19,255
19,255

12,756
12,756

11,868
11,868

-

6 Employee Benefits
Current Liabilities
Annual Leave Provision
Sick Leave Provision
Deferred Liabilities
Long Service Leave Provision

INTERCHANGE INCORPORATED
ABN: 311 240 885 29
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
Note
7 Mortgages, Charges and Securities
There are no mortgages, charges and securities of any description affecting any of the property of the Association.
8 Trustee Activities
Interchange Incorproated was not the trustee of any trust during the period.
9 Deferred Revenue
DHHS Research Fund
Member Fees

10 Statement of Changes in Equity
Balance at 1 July 2018
Surplus for the year attributable to members of the entity
Balance at 30 June 2019
Surplus for the year attributable to members of the entity
Balance at 30 June 2020
11 Auditors Remuneration

Audit Services
Auditor of Interchange Incorporated
A. L. Law
No other non audit services have been provided by A. L. Law.

2020
$

2,482
2,482

2019
$

58,321
3,900
62,210

Retained Earnings
392,020
54,515
446,535
50,363
496,899

2020
$

2019
$
2,000.00

2,000.00

Interchange Inner East
2 Kendall Street
Canterbury VIC 3126
437 Canterbury Rd
Surrey Hills VIC 3126
03 9836 9811
www.iie.org.au
Interchange Outer East
5/7 Yose Street
Ferntree Gully VIC 3156
03 9758 5522
www.ioe.org.au
Aruma
24 Gellibrand Crescent
Reservoir VIC 3073

Interchange Loddon Mallee
127 Mitchell Street
Bendigo VIC 3552
Suite 18/18A, 150 Pine Avenue
Mildura VIC 3500
1300 799 421
www.interchangelm.org.au
Upper Murray Family Care
79 Nordsvan Drive
Wodonga VIC 3690
02 6055 8000
www.umfc.com.au

03 9462 1011
www.interchangenorthern.org.au

disAbility Living (SA)
6 George Street
Stepney SA 5069
08 8132 5300
www.interchangesa.org.au

Interchange Illawarra
81 Kenny Street
Woollongong NSW 2520

Gateways Support Services
10-12 Albert Street
Geelong West VIC 3218

02 4227 1079
www.interchangeillawarra.org

Shop 3, 58 Hesse Street
Colac VIC 3250

Interchange Gippsland
66 Commercial Road
Morwell VIC 3840

Level 1, 6 South Road
Braybrook VIC 3019

70A Watt Street
Wonthaggi VIC 3995
1300 736 765
www.icg.asn.au

14-16 Black Dog Drive
Melton South VIC 3338
03 5221 2984
www.gateways.com.au
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INTERCHANGE INCORPORATED
Level 7, 225 Bourke Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
ABN 31 124 088 529

interchange.org.au
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